Open access

What is open access?
Publishing open access means that your publication is freely available for everyone, without any restrictions. The VU believes that research funded by public money, should be publicly available. Moreover, publishing open access makes your research visible for a broader audience.

Also the Dutch government and funders as NWO aim for 100% open access publication in the near future.

Click here for more information on open access publication at the VU.

Click here for more information on open access for academic researchers.

How can I publish open access?
There are four routes to open access – gold, hybrid and green.

The golden route:
Via this route, a publication is immediately freely available at the publishers’ website.

The publication fee is often paid by the VU, check here whether the VU has an agreement with your publisher of interest.

The hybrid route:
This is a variant of the golden route - papers are published in a traditional journal, but by paying a fee, authors can make their publication freely available.

This publication fee is often paid by the VU, check here whether the VU has an agreement with your publisher of interest.

The green route:
Papers are published in a traditional (non-open access) journal, and researcher place a copy of their paper in an openly accessible repository, for example in Pure. Publishing your paper on a personal website is also a form of green open access.

Via SHERPA/RoMEO you can check whether publishing via the green route is allowed. This lists the open access policies of all publishers.

More information about the various routes can be found here.

In which journals can I publish open access for free?
The VU has agreements on open access publishing with many publishers. This includes hundreds of journals in the field of business and economics. In these journals you can publish open access at no costs, or with discount.

You can find a list of journals here.
This guide will also give you information about the journals’ policy on open access via the green route – publishing your paper and/or data on e.g. PURE or a personal website.